The rigorous mat he mat ical t reatment for the propagation of a radio wave from a H ertzdipole-sou rce curre nt-moment a round a finitely condu cting sphe ri cal earth surrounded b y a con centric electron -ion plasm a can be expressed as a series of zonal harmonics. S uch a solution to the prob le m was obtained for t he terrestrial sphere without a conce nt ric plasma many years ago (190'1-1915). Howeve r, the summ ation of t he seri es, eve n at long wavelen gths o r low fre quencies, was considered to be impractical and t he well-known a nd, indeed , rigorous \' Vatson transformation was introduced (1918).
Introduction
The treatment of the propagation of electromagnetic or sound waves diffracted by spherical ·objects as a series of zonal harmonics was introduced in such early theoretical investigations as those of Lord Rayleigh [1904] and Debye [1909] . The early research work on the radio problem, such as that of Poincare [1904 Poincare [ , 1910 , Macdonald [1903 Macdonald [ , 1904 Macdonald [ , 1911 Macdonald [ , 1914 , Nicholson [1910 Nicholson [ , 1911 , and Love [191 5 ]' attempted to use the theory of zonal harmonics, either by a direct summation or by forming an integral from the series, to explain the "remarkable observed facts concerning the propagation of radio waves around the earth's curvat ure." The series, as formulated at this time, was quite difficult to sum because of slow convergence for the radio problem. Love, however, succeeded in summing a large number of terms, but his method was not considered to be completely satisfactory since it involved graphical construction and estimates.
The results of Love, Poincare, and Nicholson did not explain the propagation aro und the earth's curvature, since it was correctly concluded for the assumed model that the diffracted field decayed exponentially , exp [-13 (k1a) iO ], where 13 is a constant, kJ is the angular wave number, kJ ,,-,wlc at a frequency j = w/27r with c, the speed of light, a is the radius of the spherical earth, and 0 is the angular distance measured at the center of the spherical earth, figure 2, from the transmitter.
Sin ce the experimental evidence indicated that the field decayed fLpproximately as l.Jd or at most l id, where d = aO is the distance along the surface of the earth, March [1912] reformulated the problem as an integral to obtain an answer more consistent with observed facts, and indeed found that the field decayed fLpproximately as 1 /~0 sin 0,,-, l id around the earth's curvature. Although the work of March [1912] contained questionable approxim ations which affected the conclusions, a new approach to the problem had been introduced. March concluded that t he waves were propagated without the exponential attenuation and further conclud ed that the "remarkable propagation of radio waves around the earth was explfLin ed." Apparently in answer to a criticism of March's [1912] paper by Poincare (Poincar e [1904 previously concluded the wave was damped exponentially with distance) , von Rybczynski [1913] extended March's paper and concluded that the exponential factor was neglected by March. He further concluded that this factor would become significant at great distances. However, von Rybczynski concluded that since the experimental results at that time wen' inconclusive (i.e., the results involved short distances) the significance of the exponential factor had not been established.
In view of the discrepancies in the results of March and others, fLnd apparently at the request of van del ' Pol , Watson [1918 , 1919 reformulated the integrals used by March by means of the well-known Watson transformfLtion and again reached the concl usion that the waves decayed exponentially around the earth's curvature, the experimental evidence notwithstanding. Watson [1919] further postulated a reflector of concentric plasma of high conductivity and reached the conclusion for this theoretical model that the WfLves did decay approximately as 1 /~d around the earth's curvature as indicated by the observed facts, not for the reason set forth by March, but as a resul t of trapping of waves by the ionosphere. The comment of Watson in the 1919 paper "a consequence of its presence (the ionosphere) is that it places grave obstacles in the way of communications with Mars or Venus, if the desirability of communicating with these planets should ever arise" is interesting from today's (l961} perspective.
The Watson transformation seems to be the basis for most theoretical work in subsequent years (1919 to date), and Watson thus becomes the "prophet" of a " new rigor" in the treatment of the propagation of terrestrial radio waves. Thus, for example, the works of van der Pol ftnd Bremmer [1937, 1938, 1949) use the 'Watson transform ation for the radio problem. Th e treatment of radio wave propagation in the space between the ionosphere and the earth as a waveguide at very low frequencies [Wait, 1957 has also exploited the Watson transformation. Although the technique of zonal harmonics has been used extensively in the literature on, for example, electromagnetic problems associated with cylinders [Wait, 1959] , the application to the terrestrial sphere for the radio problem is confined to the work of Love l19] 5]. This is probably a consequence of the delusion that the slow convergence of the series of zonal harmonics for the radio-terrestrial sphere problem is an intractable situation.
Whereas the Watson transformation has very great merit from a theoretical point of view and has been exploited extensively in certain theories of propagation, it is appropriate at this I time, especially a t the low frequencies or long wavelengths/ to re-examine th e earlier treatmen t based on zonal harmonics which was apparently successful in yielding correct con clu sions. Indeed, the procedure outlined in this paper, based on r ecurrence techniques for th e calculat ion of B essel fun ctions [Goldstein and Th aler, 1959] , can , as will b e demonstra ted h er ein , y ield r esults quite r eadily a t frequen cies less than a pproximately 50 k c/s . The formul ation presented in this p a per is completely rigorous and assum es only th e models of a H ertzian dipole source current moment and propagation m edia consis tin g of a finitely conducting spherical earth with a sp ecified concentric plasma shell. The r esults can also be extended to stratified spherical earth and indeed to a continuously stra tified [Johler and H arper , 1962] concen tric plasma, figure 4, as a model ionosphere.
Theory of Propagation
The electrodynamic fields E, volts/m et er / and H ampere-turns/met er described by Niaxwell's equations, --a-
where J is the conduction or convec tion current, amp eres/square m eter , can b e treated as a ----continuous (t= -00 to + 00) time-harmonic wave, E = E (w, D ), H = H (w, D ), a t a distan ce, D, from som e refer ence and a frequen cy, j = w/27r, or,
where the positive time fun ction is ass umed , and th e angular-wav e num bel' of th e m edium is represented by k = w.,,/c, wher e ." is the index of r efra ction of the m edium. :Maxwell's equation s are therefor e wirtten ,
where f , rT, a nd ))-0 are t be p ermi tLivity, farad/m e ter; th e conductivity, mhos/ mc Le r; llnd th e p erm eabili ty, h enry /m eter, of th e m ed ium of propaga tion r esp ectively.
The spherical coordina te system , fi gure 1, with th e unit vectors, T, fJ, ¢ , is in trodu ccd Jor convenien ce, since th e earth and t he ionosph ere, for example, present approxim ately sp herical boundaries t o th e propagation m edi a . The origin of th e coordinate sys tem is located at th e center of th e spher e such as illustrated , figure 2 . There ar e six compon ents of the electrod ynamic fields in su ch a coordina te system , E T, E e, E"" HT, H e, and H"" which can b e calculated b y a differ en tiation process from a single [Hertz, 1889; D ebye, 1909] ' Ad d itional general references to the li terature of long wavelength radio waves not other,,·ise cited in thi s papcr bu t listed under "references" a re Campbell [1960] ; J ea n et aJ. [1961] ; P ierce [1960] ; an d \I·a it [1960] .
3 R ationalized mks un its are used in t his papcr. where Ir n refers to v ertical m agnetic source dipole or scatter field and II" refers to vertical electric so urce dipole or scatter field , provided the problem can be reduced to a two-dimensional form , fig ures 2 , 3, and 4, or,
The radio problem treated in this paper is one such two-dimensional problem.
.1. Primary Field
The model for the source or transmitter is specified by the primary Hertz vector,
where, for purposes of calculations, the source dipole current-moment, 10l ampere-meters, is taken as 10 l= 471' ,,-,3.34 (10-2 ) ampere-meters. The radiation field of such a transmitter can b e
written approximately,
or, ov er an infinitely conducting plane of infinite extent, figure 1, xv-plane:
The radiation field is not necessarily the most important field at long wavelengths. Thus, unless the distance, D , is very great, the induction and electrostatic fields are quite important. It is therefore necessary to employ the exact expression for the assumed Hertz vector for the fields based on the Hertz vector (7), and eq (5), (10) where II = II~, or for the partic ular case of transmhter and receiver located on the surface of the sphere, 1'= b= a, figur es 2, 3, and 4,
The particular case, 8= 71', figures 2, 3, and 4, is of interest,
since the translmttmg and r eceiving dipoles are located end-to-end. The radiation field is therefore zero, but the induction and electrostatic fields remain finite and indeed not negligible at extra low frequencies . However, at frequencies greater than, say, one kilocycle,
Similarily, the horizontal magnetic, H"" field can be written,
which for the particular case, 8= 7r,
Media of Propagation
The media of propagation, figures 2, 3, and 4, are characterized by their electrical constants which can be expressed in concise form as the wave number, k. Thus, for air, with index of r efraction, 1], or dielectric constant fl, = 1]~, The angular wave number of the ground,
where (J is the ground conductivity and f2 is the relative dielectric constant (relative to a vacuum) , where the permittivity, f = f?fO, fo = 1/c 2 J.lo, and J.lo = 47r (10-7 ) him, the permeability of space .
The angular wave number of the ionosphere is more intricate,
Thus, there are four distinct propagation components with the complex index of refractwn' rJ~.: corresponding to ordinary wave (0) , and extraordinary wave (e) , upgoing wave (i), and downgoing wave (r) . The index of refraction of the electron-ion plasma can be introduced with the plane coordinate system, figure l. A simultaneous solution of Maxwell's eq (3) together with the Langevin equation of motion of the electron,
,,-here m is the mass of the electron, e is the electron charge, t is time, V is the vector velocity, and I-lm is th e earth's static magnetic field vector, figure 1. Collisions of elec trons with ions can be treated either from the viewpoint of classical magneto-ionic theory where g"'l1 and 11 is a constant average value collision frequency, or from the more accurate Boltzmann theory of ionized gases in which elec tron collisions are proportional to energy, u, II = v( u) [Phelps, 1960] where g= g(W + WH), g(W-WH) , g(w) [Johler and Harper, 1962] for a gyro[requency, WH , or the parameter g is complex and frequen cy-dependent.
Carrying out the simultaneous solution of the Langevin equations together with :YIu,xwell's equations results in a Booker [1939] type quartic in the parameter, L assuming the convection currents, eq (3) , (22) or,
where the index of refraction, 71,
and ¢ i, figure 1, is t he angle of incidence on the lower ionosphere plasma, and t he coefficients a4, aa, a2, ai, ao are given in the appendix. The quartic (13) has four roots corresponding to four propagation com ponen ts of t he index of refraction (24) , 71~'.~. In special case of a single concentric, uniform plasma illustrated , figure 3, only the upgoing indexes, 71~. e, are of concern. The dOWllgoing waves usually r es ult from higher level reflections and correspond to the indexes 71~. e, figure 4 . The validity of th e Q-L approximation [Budden , 1951] at long wavelengths has been checked numerically , where 2 _
• w, . [ . ] no,e-1-1 , -exp ±~i3I '
where WH and WN are the gyro and plasma frequencies defined in the appendix and II is the constant classical collision frequency. The plus ( + ) sign is taken for the ordinary component, and the minus (-) sign is taken for the extraordin ary component.
Heavy Ions
The effect of the heavy ions, i.e., the effect other than the collisions with electrons, cannot in general be neglected at extra low and ultra low radiofrequencies, since the gyro frequency is approximately 50 cis for these ions, according to Ratcliffe [1959] . A.n approach to this problem has been introduced by Pfister [1955] . This approach can be developed as a modification of th e calculation of the index of refraction , 71 , of the plasma, bu t the formulation b ecomes quite intricate.
The classical magneto-ionic collision frequency types, (v can be described in connection with certain constants, CI , C2, C3, • • • , (29) where V •. o is tbc electron-neutral molecule average collision frequency , 1I e.-is an electron-negative ion average collision frequency, etc., wbere the average velori ty of like particles is assumed to be zero , and mo, mo, m+, m _ are the masses of the neutral molecules, electrons, positive and negative ions respectively. The components of the Langevin eq (2 1) can then be written (assuming the Langevin equation can be applied to such ions),
where the components, figure 1 , of E, and the velocity compon ents of V are designated by th e subscripts x, y, z of the plane local coordinate system at the ionosphere boundary.
The simulLaneous solution of these eqs (30) with Maxwell's eqs (3) utilizing eq (28) 
J;
The 12 X 12 matrix, eq (33) , and the vector submatrices can be divided into block matrices as indicated by the dashed line, 
(36)
Q·K-P.M-I.N·K = (Q-P ·M-I.N) ·K= O.
(37) But, and p .J/ J-I·N can be computed numerically [Johler and Harper, 1962; . Thus (Q-P.M-I.N ) can be written as a matrix involving the complex number, t,
eqs (23 , 24) . (Q-FM-I·N).K = O has a nontrivial solution if, and only if, [Q-P .M -I.N[= O.
This yields a polynomial in t wbich can be solved to find t . These results depend on the existence of }.; [-l where M is the original 9 X 9 matrix, eq (31). If E exists, t he nonexistence of ~M-I would imply that eq (31) has no unique solution.
' Writing, an d lett ing (see tlppcndix for aLaT) (38) becomes, (40) ( 42) A preliminary numerical evaluation of the eqs (28-42) based on es timated approximate values of collision frequ ency and ion density indicated ion gyrofrequencies which could affect the index of r efraction at long wavelengths (1 cis to 100 cis).
Boundary Conditions
Th e conven tion al procedure for the solution of electromagnetic-wave propagation problem s requ ires the description of th e propagation in the various m edia assumin g each of these to be or infinite extent in sp ace . Thus, fig ures 2, 3, and 4, th e electromagn etic wave is determined by th e wave equation in th e H ertz vector and t he ang ular-wave numb er , (\72+ leDIT= 0
where the arabic numeral subscripts, 1, 2,3, distinguish the three media of propagation describ ed by the wave numbers lei , le2, le3• The boundaries r= a, C • • . , figures 2, 3, and 4, are t h en introduced by equ ating the tan gential E and Ii fi elds an d perhaps the normal H fields imm ediately on each side of each boundary such that these fi elds are continuous across t he boundary .
The boundar y conditions lor the parti cular example, figure 3, comprising a fini tely-condu cting sphere, a concentric plasm a sh ell of infini te extent and uniform co mposition will no\\~ b e considered in detail. Th e tangential components of E and Ii fields, eq (5) derived from appropriate H ertz vectors, IT, ,?,3 for the variOLls m edia ar e equated at the boundaries. The m ediu m of wave number, le3 is a magneto-ionic medium involving ordinary and extraordinary wave numbers le3 ,0, le3 ,e which can b e tr eated as constants so that the wave eq (43) and corresponding Hertz vectors, IT3 ,0, IT3 ,e , can b e used (see appendix) . Th e distinction b etween the t wo upgoing (i) propagation compon ents and th e downgoing (r) propagation componen ts is no t n ecessary in this case since the mediulll or wave numb er le3 is of infinite extent, Downgoing waves arise from additional boundaries such as those illustrated , figure 4. The boundary conditions [Stratton , 1941] can b e written by expressin g th e equality of the tangential components of the fi eld on each side and in the imm ediate vicinity of the boundary, EO, I = E O, 3(O, e) Flo ,I = FIO, 3 (0 , e) H~,l = H¢,2
Straightforward substitution of eqs (5) into (44) would resul t in two sets of uncoupled equations for the electrical and magnetical solutions. Therefore, it is n ecessary to defin e the coupling in accordance with certain rules of the magneto-ionic theory. This can b e accomplished with the Q-L approximation , 
where in the Q-L approximation,
and p= sin2<p2 is the complex direction sine squared of propagation, and the minus sign (-) is taken with the ordinary wave, k3 • 0, and the plus ( + ) sign is taken with the extraordinary wave k3,.. The quantity p, for the case of a plane wave incident upon the ionosphere, can be identified with a local angle of incidence, <Pi, at the model ionosphere boundary. (53) However, in the case of the spherical waves incident on the ionosphere at 1'= c, sin2<Pi=[ 1 +(~:: :)]-1 rv k~;2 (54) a complex angle of incidence, which can be written explicitly for each spherical wave r n, f n, as shown in the appendix.
The solu tion of the wave eq (43) 
in which Legendre differential equation is satisfi ed by the Legendre function, 
Thus, the solution of eq (55) can b e written as a series of zonal harmonics consisting of terms of the form ({3nfn(kr) + l'nsn(kr» X P n(cos fJ), where f3n and I' n are constants and ''ial Outgoing ,r-waves and ingoi ng t/I-wa\"cs .
yanish at r= 00, figure 5 , and the 1j;-waves vanish at T= O. In particular,
The subscripts, 1, 2, 3, refer to the H ertz vector fields in the various media, figure 3 , and a;" b~, etc., are constants determined by the boundary conditions, eq (71).
The boundary conditions, eqs (5 1,52), can be written in con ciscform as the matrix equation:
as.6
Under certain conditions, such as long wavelengths [Johier and Walters, 1960 ; Johler, 1961 ; Johler, Walters, and Harper, 1960] , the effect of coupling in the region between r= a and r=c, figures 2, 3, and 4, can be neglected. This assumption reduces the matrix eq. (71) to,
where ( ~ 100 Jc---+---+-____,: l em. n dp-J n
X2m+4,2m+3=-k 1 f~(k3,m-ICm)
3, tn -I
The inner sph ere, figure 4 , has wave number kz ,z, radius f, find Hertz vector, the outer la yer of the earth has wave numb er kZ,I, radius a, and Hertz vector, 
~8
.£: 
.5 . The Watson Transformation
The method proposed by Watson [1919] consisted of forming a complex integral for t.he H ertz vector, II, thus, around a suitable contour, 0, and taking the sum of the residues at the zeros, 
10,.13 where the line integral along the imaginary axis is usually consider ed to be negligible, j (v) is d efined by eq (77), and where
and Dn is the determinant of the matrix eq (73) , for example. Whereas the series, II1(vs), converges rapidly in most practical computations, it would b e n ecessary to evaluat.e the roots of the eq (78), and form the derivatives of t.he ~,-waves and f ,-waves with respect t.o complex order , v. to maintain the equivalent rigor of the series of zonal harmonics. The exact equivalence of this procedure is of course assured by the t.heory of fun ctions of the complex variable. 
. Computations
In the particular case, figure 2, of a fini tely conducting sph ere (without a co ncentric plasma), the total H ertz vector in _the air for the r estriction, l' = a, b"2a,
where," I' n (85) where the Wronskian identity, [Watson, 1918] , ~~ I=-i , (86) has been employed. From th e definitions (62 , 63) off n(z) and .In(z) and the identity [Watso n, 1958] , it is easily shown th at 
(88a) Therefore it would appear that "fn(z) and f n(z) could easily be found for all n. However, for n> Izl, eq (89), loses precision with each recursion [Goldstein, and Thaler, 1959] , and the series (84) does not converge until n» Iklal. For n> Ikla l, the following method of Goldstein and Thaler [1959] is employed:
where ex depends only on z and € can be made arbitrarily small by increasing M. ex can be found from for some N for which "fn is known, and then "fn(z) , N < n < (M-L) , can be comp uted using eq (91).
Since 1m (k2a) is very large, "fn(k2a) and "f' n(kza) are very large. Therefore, it is more convenient to compute a:: 
and,
for n2 ': O. This recursion formula, which is derived from t he well-known rec ursion formulas for Bessel function [Watson , 1958] will lose precision for n> Ik2a l, but for the com putations presented in this paper, n remained smaller than Ik2al.
The Legendre polynomials P n(x) can be computed from the recursion formula [Hobson , 1931] ,
starting with P (o:!) = 1 and P I (:r) = X.
The convergence of t he series (84) is notoriously slow, but the sum can b e foulld froll! a more quickly convergent seri es. For n» lkla l ['Vatson , 1919 ],
For l < l , [Hobson, 1931] Jol=i.":-3,34(10-2)
Therefore, adding (84) and (99), (100) As a result of eq (97), as n gets much larger than kia, so that the n ew series (100) were then found numerically using the seven point Lagrangian formula [Kopal, 1955] . As a check , th e first two derivatives of an orthogonal least-square polynom ial fitted to points P-2, . .. , P2 [Hildebrand, 1956] were computed and compared with the results of the Lagrangian formula. The computed derivatives were ther). substituted into the appropriate eqs (5) to find the E r and Hq, fields.
For the model, figure 3 , which includes the sharply bounded inosphere, computations were made for the case r= a = b, the Hertz vector for which can b e written with the time function exp (iwt) suppr essed :
wher e now, for the at, j defined in (72) .
Or, explicitly,
where, and, as before (93).
-------_. Tho 1{; and t" funcLions wore computed as beforo, eqs (88-92) .
CerLain num erical characteristics of the series (101 ) make possible direct computation of Lbe derivaLives usin g 
The derivatives of P ,,(x) can b e found from eq (96),
and [Hobson , 1931] (107) Tho series, eqs (1 04 , 105), converge even more slowly tban th e original series, eq (101 ).
However, for n > > llelal, , so, as before, the series can be transformed to improve convergen ce usin g [Hobson, 1931] The number of' t.crms rcquired for graphical accuracy in IET I varied from about 700 at 10 cis to about 3,000 at 10 k c/s. The CD C-1604 computer could compute about 830 "In, cq (102 ), per minute. Using these stored "I n, the fields could be found for 40 different valucs of e (distances) pel' minute per 1,000 terms required.
At frequencies lcss than abou t 1,000 cis, if low electron densities « 100 elee tron s/cm )2 are assumed, precision is lost during summation of series (105 ). This loss of precision increases with increasing e, and limits the usefulness of the zonal harmonics technique at ELF.
. Discussion
A series of computations was carried out based on the model of a terres trial sphere with a vertical electric dipole source current moment, eq (7),101 = 47r, on the surface of the sphel 'e. 4 }loC The field at the sUl'face of the sphere, r = a, figure 2, was described by the co mputation . Such a field is the exact eq uivalent of the ground wave described by van del ' Pol and Brcmm er [1937 , 1938 , 1949 for example, utilizing the Watson transformation (section 2.5). Whereas, tho works of van del ' Pol and Bremmer [1937 , 1938 ,1949 ] employ a long series of approximations • I ,l ='!:: ~3.34 (1O-2) a mp-ill . Th is is eq ui valent to the conventional notio n of radiated power, P r, as follows [Johlcr, 1961J: P ,= 1.6(10-3) 
I ' to achieve numerical master y of the very difficult formulas r esulting from the 'iV atson transformation , this solution does not emplo:y any approximations, leaving onl~' t he assum ed model. This solution is also equivalent to the "acoustical shadow of a sphere" described by Lord Rayleigh [1 904), and indeed some of the curves show a close resem blance. Rayleigh, however, did not treat the field at the surface of th e sphere but at considerable distan ce. The regular decrement of the amplitude of the ground wave as a function of distance can be noted, figures 6 and 8, for both the IErl field and the I H~I field , at frequencies of 1, 10 , 100 , 1000 cis. However , n ear the antipode of the tran smitter, d = lO ,OOO to 12,500 statute miles, an interferen ce pattern or standing wave can be noted as a result of the wave traveling around the earth in the opposite (-8) direction . The corresponding phase curves, arg E r , arg H~, are illustrated, figures 7 and g. Whereas, the conductivity and dielectric constant are assumed to b e finite, (€2 = 15 , u = 0 .005 mhos/m eter), the second term in the denominator of eq (78 ), is quite small compared with the first term (of the order of 10 4 less) at 1 cis and 10 cis. The conductivity terms become significant at the frequencies greater than approximately 500 c/s_ The introduction of a con cen tri c plasma, figures 3 and 4, is quite intricate. However, to gain some insight into the propagation of waves at great wavelengths, and demonstrate /,oc the computational value of zonal harmonics, the particular case, figure 3 , of a terrestrial sph ere of finite conductivity SUlTounded by a con centric plas ma ' was evaluated for the special situation in whi ch transmitter and receiver were located on the s urface of the spher e, lh = h2= 0, as was illus trated for the ground wave case. Th e index of refraction of thc concentric plasma was calculated, n eglecting the earth's magnetic fields, H m= O, figure 10 , and in troducin g the earth's m agnetic field, H m= 0 .5 gauss with the aid of the Q-L approximation , figures 11 and 12 , for various collision frequen cies, v, and electron densities, N(electrons/cm 2 ). Figure 13 illustrates the behavior of the complex coefficient (2n + 1) 'Yn, eq (102 ) , of the L egendre polynomial F n(cos 8). Typically, the "loops" in the path occur for n<kja, the important terms are those for kla ~n < 2kja, and (2n + 1) 'Y n approaches i kJa as n approaches infinity. The introduction of th e concentric plasma causes a drastic change in the detail of tll e propagated field , figures 14 and 16. The space between the concentric plasma and the terres trial sphere, kJ, figure 3, is now filled with waves trapped by the two boundaries, r= a, r= c. Thus, figure 5, tl1C're are upgoing spherical waves, I-waves, and downgoing spherical waves, f -waves, wh prcfl S in the m edium above th e outer boundary, r ~ c, there are only upgoing, l o-wa ves and I e-waves (ord in ary and extraordinary), and in the medium below the inn er boundary there are only in goin g f -waves . These sph erical WtLVes traveling in the radial direction , upon summation , build up in the medium be tween l'= a and r = c waves travelin g the direc tion (± 8) of increascd ang ul ar distance.
The reg ular nature of the field curves, IE,I and IH. p I, as a fun ction of distance, el, figures 14 and 16, indicates a sin gle wave propagated in the 8-direction around the terrestrial sphere in the mcdiurn k,. Near the an tipocle of the transmit ter , however , waves traveling in opposite directions can be noted as a standing wave, with a half wavelength between minima, as was noted in the case of the ground wave. At the lower frequencies, 100 cis, and higher conducting concentric model plasmas, figures 24 and 25, this phenomenon can be noted at short distances « 4,000 statute miles) . Similar standing wave phenomena can be noted at the higher frequencies, 10 kcls, figures 24 and 25, and 30 kc/s, figures 14 and 16, for intermediate conductivity concentric model plasma, indicating interaction between two or more waves. The distance between minima are in this case much greater than a wavelength, and seem to damp out with distance.
The variation in the amplitude, IE rl , IH .pI , figures 17 and 18 and the phase, figure 19 , as a function of frequency is illustrated. These curves illustrate the spectrum mutilation [Johler, 1962] of the pulses propagated through the media defined by this paper. It is interesting to note an "absorption band," between frequencies 300 cis and 3,000 cis, for the assumed model, figures 17 and 18. This absorption band is also reflected in the phase correction curves, figure  19 . The primary field phase is also illustrated. It should be noted that phase is presented as a lag, -arg E r, -arg I-I. p , or -arg E rlE r, prl. -arg FI.pIH. p , p rl , where E r, p rl and FI"" /l rl refer to the primary fields .
A comparison (at 100 cis) of the primary field, the ground wave (no ionosphere), and the field with the concentric plasma (ionosphere) is illustrated for the E r-field, figure 20, and the H ",-field, figure 21. For the assumed model, the attenuation rate of the field increases successively as the terrestrial sphere and the concentric plasma are introduced.
It is evident, figures 22 and 23, j-tl~he electron density, N, is the most important concen tric plasma (ionosphere) factor governing -the field. The intensity of the superposed magnetic field (earth's magnetic field) is only secondary. It should be noted, figures 22 and 23, that the field reduces to the ground wave for N = O. The vertical electric field IE rl and the horizontal magnetic field I H", I are illustrated. Model ionospheres employed in other analyses [Johler and Harper, 1962] by selecting the electron concentration values of the earth's ionosphcre at daytime noon, together with appropriate collision frequencies, are illustrated, figures 24 and 25.
It is interesting to note the increase in the field at 100 cis as the higher conductivity models are successively employed (modell, 2, 3, 4). However, an intermediate model 2 exhibits not only the greater field at 10 kc/s but also the standing wave with distances between minima much greater than a wavelength.
Since, analysis is designed to gain some insight into the very complicated behavior of terrestrial radio waves near the earth, and also to demonstrate the technique of zonal harmonics as applied to the radio problem employing modern techniques of computation, considerable caution must be exercised in the interpretation of results from a practical viewpoint. The roughness, daytime-nighttime changes, the temporal variations and the multiplicity of frequencies in a radio signal, and coupling at the ionosphere all could tend to mask the theoretical phenomena described. Furthermore, it would be desirable to investigate the effect of the heavy ions numerically. But the detailed investigation of these matters is reserved for future studies.
. Conclusions
The results of this paper demonstrate that the field of the low frequency or long wavelength radio wave, less than approximately 50 kc/s, can indeed by evaluated by a summation of a series of zonal harmonics. Whereas the number of terms in the series could become quite large, the speed with which these terms can be summed on a large scale computer offsets the complications introduced by the Watson transformation.
The detailed structure of the field is characterized in the absence of a concentric plasma (no ionosphere) by the quite regular behavior of the ground wave as a function of distance. Indeed, the steady decrement of the ground wave field is modified only near the antipode, whereupon an interIerence pattern or standing wave as a function of distance is noted as a result of interference between waves traveling "around the world" in opposite directions from the transmitter.
The introduction of the concentric electron-ion plasma shell traps the waves leaking illto sp ace, which upon reHection from the plasma build up traveling waves in the direction of increased di stance 1'1'0111 Lhe transmitter. Thus, the series of zonal harmonics comprises individual waves which are Lraveling i ll the radial direction with respec t to the ce nter of tbe sphere and standing in the direction o[ increased angular distan ce around the sphere. These waves when summed build up the wave progressing in the direction of increased a ngular distance. But under certain special conditions such spherical waves also build up a standin g wave in the same direction which ca n be interpreted as a multiplicity of traveling waves such as two waves traveling in opposite directions at the antipode of the transmitter.
The results of the computations indicate that full rigor can be achieved with comparative ease at frequencies less than 50 kc/s, leaving only the assumed model for the transmitter and the propagation medium and avoiding the complications of the ' Watson transformation. The results of this paper suggest refinements of the computations, such as the introduction of terrestrial sphere stratification , continuous ionosphere stratification, polarization coupling at the ionosphere, and the effect of heavy ions .
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It is clear that a fundamental difficulty exists in tl'ea tin g anisotropic m edia with the wave eq (55). Thus, the separation of variables, eq (56) , depends upon the assumption of isotropi c media of propagation , i.e ., k3 must b e independen t of position and direction of propagation . Indeed, th e complications introduced by such con siderations have only been satisfactorily resolved in plane coordina tes by trea tin g : :' faxwell's equ a tions directly. Th e procedure which has been outlin ed in this pap er introduces such solution s or tb e ma gn eto-ionic theory ad hoc to the rigorous series of zonal h arm onics. This is a speeificit lion for th e plasm a medium k3 whi ch is an approxilll at io)) . TJl e valid i t~· of lhi s ap proxinhltioll a t· lOll g witveleng th s dep end s on the behayiour of th e complex index of refrac ti on with respec t to direc tioll of propaga tion , s uch as t he ra tio , E e,,,/E" il' for eleill enlary s pherical wnv e, which citn be readily co mputed with the aid of m ethod s describ ed in thi s pa per . Also , th e illdex of rcfm ctioll , for sin </>i = sin <pi ,n depend ence on cp llnd n Clln be evaluated . If n « lc ,c, Ee ",/ET , ,, for each Wll ve type I , 2 is almost r ea l. Also, if n~klc an ellip tica l polariza tion ca n be noted , in ee [Ee ,n /E ",, ] , ,2 arc each complex. Fur t hermore, if n» k,c, each [Ee,n/E",,] 1.2 becomes imaginary indi cit lin g circulnl' s ta te of polari zation.
The intr oduction of t hese complex numbers, sin CP i, into the quartic eq (23 ) l'esul ts in an approxim a tely cons tan t index of refraction , 1) for elec tron densiti es, N = 50 -1000 elec trons/ cm 2 over all di stan ces, d = aO, 1'01' values of n~O to 10 lc1c , lc ,c~ 10 -1000 . Thi s is esp ecially true in the Illore import an t region n~k ,c. This is consistan t with the demoll stra ted validity of th e Q-L apprOXin l<L tion at lon g wav elengths [Johl er and IValters, 1960] . Th e degree to which the method of introdu cin g the m agneto-i oni c th eory to th e ri gorous series of ZOlUll harmonics can be extrapolate d to s horter waveleng th s or high er f'requ encies is worthy of furth er investiga tion . Ot herwi se, it is necessa, ry to ret urn to ::.raxwell's eq (1) and reformul a te the problem. Jl is a nli cipa ted, however, th a t th e esse ntial re a tures of th e m a,g neto-ionic theory, such as th e' eITect of' th e direction of th e earlil 's magnetic fi eld vec tor, th e effect of polariza tion couplillg e'x tern alto th e ionosphere, ancl th e effec t of th e 11eavy ion s can b e adequa tely trea ted a t lon g wavelengths with this theory .
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